Your end-to-end cloud
transformation journey, from
strategy to ongoing support
The cloud is a powerful
and agile platform for
transformation, but
unlocking its full potential
isn’t as easy as copy +
paste.
You need a tailored strategy
and plan that supports your
business objectives and
covers your people, processes
and technology.
Our Cloud Consultants start
here and guide you through
the whole journey, so you get
maximum benefit from your
cloud migration.

Benefits include:
• A business mandate for
cloud adoption based on
research and experience.
• Clarity and confidence
about what needs doing
and why; how and when it
will be done; and what
value it will deliver.

• A service provider with
the skills and experience
to deliver a seamless,
successful cloud adoption
at any scale.

• Competitive advantage
from a platform designed
for your business to
exploit the cost, agility
and scalability benefits of
the cloud.
• Future cloud consumption
costs that are predictable
and deliver clear ROI.
• Accountability for the full
process: from strategy to
migration and ongoing
support.

Ensuring you have the right workload on the right cloud.
Consult
We use our proven planning framework to
develop an optimised strategy and transition
plan that ensures your use of cloud delivers the
business outcomes you want:

The Datacom Difference
• The depth and breadth of our skills,
experience and specialisations is
unmatched in the Asia-Pacific region.
• We are the only truly independent
partner, with specialists across all of
the major public cloud providers.

Migrate
We can then seamlessly migrate your data and
commission, decommission, re-platform,
remediate and consolidate your apps (or build
them from scratch), as required. We also help
with change management, which is key to
successful cloud adoption.
Manage
We can provide a dedicated team to deliver a
fully managed, outcomes-focused service for
your new cloud environment. This allows you
and your team to focus on delivering more highvalue strategy and services into your business.
We also work with you to evolve your cloud
strategy and plan as your business evolves.

• We have delivered all manner of
successful private, public and hybrid
cloud migrations, including helping
Zespri International to go 100% public
cloud.
• You can hold one partner accountable
for your entire project. In addition to
our Cloud Consulting team, we have
the right people to cater for every
aspect of digital transformation:

Your next step
If you’re unsure about where to start, or you’re
building a business case, then ask us for a Cloud
Readiness Assessment. This initial, high-level
consulting workshop is the perfect way to get
started without having to invest insignificantly
or commit to the full process.

Datacom is one of Asia Pacific’s leading locally-owned IT service providers. With more than 4,800
staff across 23 offices in 16 countries, we have the breadth and experience for your IT needs.

Contact us today to find out more

The Datacom Cloud Migration Team
210 Federal St, Auckland, New Zealand
Tel: +6421 391 938 | CloudMigration@datacom.co.nz

